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As is known from above in\'estigntions [1] there are different direct methods solution 
to the problem of wave scattering by an iufinitesimally thin half-plane. For example, 
the rigorous solution to the pfobkm can be obtained by means of the \·Viener-Hopf 
method or the singular integral equations method [11. 
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A new approach using the lllethod of orthogonal polynomials (O P ) [2J is offered 
herein. Let an infinitesimally thin and perfectly conducting screen locating in xoy plane 
(:1' = Q,y > 0) (see Fig.I ) be excited by the plane E-polarized wave such as 

EO = e!i.:(oOI:+v'I-o~J k = 21T Ct' = cosO 
= I ).,0 ° (1) 

Following [11 th is boundary value problem solution is formulated in the fo rm: 

00 

E,(x, y) = E~ + E; = E~ - ~ J p(x')Hill(kJ(x - x')2 + y2)dx' (2) 

o 

where p{x') is the surface current density, H61 ){x) is the Hankel funct ion of the first 
kind . The function of surface current density is defined from integral equation (IE) 

00 J p(x')HilJ(klx - x'lJdx' = _2i"ko" 

o 
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This IE of the Wiener.Hopf type issues from the Dirichlet boundary condition. 
Vie shall construct the solution of IE (3) by means of the method of OF which 

is rather straightforward and general one. This method is a particular case of more 
general scheme of Bubnov method applied to IE but d iffers from it at two points. It 
needs fi rstly to investigate preliminarily the structure of solution near the edge point 
of the domain of integration and secondly to construct. spectral expressions for singular 
parts of the kernels with OP as eigenfunctions. 

Let IE (3) be rewritten in the form: 
~ 

j p(x' )l\o(k' ix - x'l)dx' = o,-eoo', 

o 

(4) 

Here e = -ik , I<o(x) = l; H61)(i:r ) is MacDonald function. Let show that basing 

on OP method the solution of IE (4) may be obtained analytically. From the edge 
condition [1] follows that the unknown function p(x') is to behave as 

p(x') _ 0 (x - 1). 
r'-O 

(5) 

By introducing the dimensionless parameter Tf = x' k' 

panded as 

~' 
the function pC k ) may be ex· 

1)1 e-'I <Xl _1 

p( k ) = '" 2:>"L" '(2ry). 
V rJ '1=0 

(6) 

Here L;; ~ (211 )~=o are the Lagerr polynomials. P:=o are the unknown coefficients. , 
Expression (6) follows from the fact that the lagerr polynomials L~ 'i (27]) are the 

eigenfunctions of integral operator ( 10 ) 12J: 
~ 

j I"o(lx-yl) -I rr -1 -, 
r,; Ln (2y)dy = /O,"L" (2x), 

eY vy v2 
o 

(7) 

where 

In = (8) 

are the eigenvalues of [0. 
The or thogonality conditions for the Lagerr polynomials are given by 

~ 

, -, L-l ( d ' j 
-, 
-L" '('I)" 'I) ry = ,"Onk· 
.jii 

(9) 

o 

From the spectral expression (7) the bilinear expansion for the kernels of IE (4) 
follows 

~ 

A'oU' - yi) = ~f-I"" L _",L~1(21JL~I(2y), 
- "",,0 

~ 

iH~ I) (klx - yl) = v2e!kl dy) L 1'n L~! ( - 2ikx )L~ ~ ( - 2tky). (10) 
11=0 
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Let. substit.ute (6) into IE (4). Then ti;\.king into account the spect ral expression (7) 
and t.he orthogonality relation (9) for (1 + 0'0) > 0 we obtain the unknown coefficients 

,1 (au - 1}1I 
PI) = 2k - (I . Go ::::; cos ()o I 

I" (00 + 1) n -.. ;i') 
(II ) 

Thus, we have analytically obtained the expression for the unknown funct ion: 

'I' 2k'e-'1 00 1 (ao _1)11 _1 
p(-) = - Ln ' ( 2~)0 

k J~(1+00)~'n aOTl 
(12) 

Unfortunately, this formula is not valid for arbitrary angles of incidence as the series 
~ 

converges only if 0 ~ 80 < :2 .Nevertheless, this difficulty may be overcome by means 

of summation using the known formula: 

(13) 

Here 1 Fl (a; b; t) is the degenerated hypergeometric function, er f(x) is the probability 
integral. I\'ote that the representation (13) for surface current density coincides with the 
other authors results [3] obtained by means of other methods . Using the representation 
for p(x) (13 ) one may come to the following asymptotes: 

if 0' "" -~ 80 I 0 , 80 J 0 [ )'j l·--O:p(.r):::: --(: ·~·c.:os\-:-)1- 4lb:sm-(-:-)T (kx~, 
~b· 1 2 

x ~ 00; p( x) '" -, k sin 80 e" "·.·0 [1 T O( k
1
x ) 1 (14) 

Now let define t he scattered field E: (x,y) in far zone. For this purpose E~(x.y) is 
to be put in the form: 

E~ (x, y) = -' . .)-
- " 

(15 ) 

where 
= = 

p(o) = j P(o")e-''''Odx' = ~jP(k~ )e'Odao 
k' ./ (16) 

o 0 

is the Fourier transform of the function p(x l
). 

By changing the coordina.te system to the polar one (x::::; TCOS«.p)y::::; rs in .p) and 
estimating value of the integral in (15) by means of the method of stationary phase for 
kr _ 00 and 0 < y < IT it is obtained the expresioll· 

(17) 
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Substitution of the function p( ZI) representation (6) into (7) and evaluation of 

appearing integrals (if 0' < 1) yield such expression for pea) : 

p ( ,, ) ~ ~~(I_"o )n_ 
V~L l+G ,, =0 

,)1 + "oJ1=(> (18) 

Taking into account that a = cos'.;; and 0'0 = cos 00 we get the key result of interest: 

, ) _ __ i ( rk+:i") cos 2 sm 2 (;f ~ . '" 
Ez (r , '.;; - e . 

211'" kr cos 80 - cos r.p 
(19) 

Thus it would seem reasonable to conclude that the proposed approach may serve 
a general method solution to the diffraction problems for different structures jf only 
they may be thought of as being prodused by half-planes as shown in Fig.2. 
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